Introduction
There is a growing need for efficient representation of aerosol microphysical processes in atmospheric chemistry and transport models, especially regarding the radiative effects of natural and anthropogenic aerosols and their impact on climate [Haywood et al., 1999; Bergstrom and Russell, 1999] . Most current models explicitly represent the aerosol size distribution with either discrete bins (the sectional approach) or with assumed functional forms for various modes in the distribution (the modal approach). These are standard modeling schemes well-investigated in the literature. More recently there has been exploration of representing aerosols by the moments of the size distribution alone, without the necessity of tracking the size distribution itself. The advantages of representing aerosols by their lower-order moments have been discussed by McGraw et al. [1995, 1998 ], McGraw [1997] , and Barrett and Webb [1998] . Simulations of aerosol dynamics based on moments are free from the problems associated with numerical diffusion (in size space) and tend to have greatly superior computational speed when compared with the sectional approach [Frenklach and Harris, 1987] . Moment-based approaches initially suffered from the limitation of either being restricted to very special condensation/coagulation kernels, or the necessity of assuming certain functional forms for the particle size distribution in order to Copyright 2000 by the American Geophysical Union. 
Multiple Isomomental Distribution Aerosol Surrogate (MIDAS) Technique
Aerosol optical properties and radiative influence are computed from the six moments at each grid cell using the MIDAS technique. This technique (currently used for postprocessing only) computes desired quantities using families of smooth multimodal distributions composed of lognormals or modified gammas, each distribution consistent with the set of modeled moments. Evaluation of this technique for 28 test distributions derived from field observations of marine, continental, urban and stratospheric aerosols yielded an average magnitude of error less than 2% for several optical properties. For the single-wavelength shortwave forcing results presented here, the average magnitude of error is expected to be less than 1% [Wright, 2000] . These errors, which show no systematic bias (positive and negative deviations occur with equal frequency) arise from the fact that the optical properties are determined from six moments rather than the size distribution itself. Errors of this magnitude are small compared to the uncertainties in both large-scale modeling and present knowledge of the atmospheric aerosol.
Aerosol Populations
The model currently represents an external mixture of three aerosol populations: sulfate aerosol, sea salt aerosol, and a bimodal continental background aerosol. In addition to its six lowest-order radial moments, all populations other than the sulfate aerosol are also characterized by the sulfate mass per particle. Each aerosol type undergoes transport, verticalturbulent and convective cloud mixing, size-resolved dry deposition, and .wet removal. To prevent the numerical approximations in the transport algorithm from yielding unphysical moment sets, only the number moment ([to) of each population is explicitly transported (or mixed), and explicit inter-cell fluxes of [to are used to evolve the higher moments in each cell due to advection. This corresponds to the transport and mixing of a vector (rather than a scalar) quantity whose elements (the normalized moments) represent internal coordinates of the aerosol.
The several aerosol populations are coupled through competition for H2SO4(g) and through scavenging of the sulfate aerosol via coagulation with the other populations. The scavenging routine is called whenever both the sulfate and scavenging populations have coexisting number concentrations exceeding preset threshold values.
Sulfate Aerosol
This population has two sources: primary particulate emissions and new particle formation via binary H2804-H20 nucleation. Primary emissions for the moments are derived from lognormal distributions [Whitby, 1978] 
Sea Salt Aerosol
This population was represented primarily because its surface area density could provide a significant sink for H2804. The production rate for moments of the sea salt size distribution is derived by integrating over the size-resolved fluxes given in Smith et al. [1993] ; the resultant aerosol undergoes water uptake and loss with RH in like manner to the sulfate aerosol. Condensational growth from H2804 is not enabled, as it is very small relative to the size of these supermicron particles. In the calculations reported here, the loss of H2804(g) to sea salt is significant at certain locations and times; however, coagulation scavenging of sulfate aerosol particles is insignificant. All sea salt particles are treated as being sufficiently large to serve as CCN.
Continental Background Aerosol
This population was introduced to represent the total (nonsulfate aerosol) surface area density produced over the continents, as pre-existing surface area plays a large role in governing the formation of new particles. The two modes (represented by 12 moments and 2 sulfate mass variables total) are given surface source rates constant in space and time, with the moments of sources derived from assumed lognormal distributions. The source rates were adjusted to yield reasonable background surface areas. Condensational growth due to H2SO4 is not enabled in view of the crude nature of the source term, but the sulfate mass is explicitly tracked in the model. Coagulation scavenging of sulfate particles is enabled but is insignificant in the present calculations. These particles do not serve as CCN in these simulations.
Results
The 
Conclusions
One of the advantages of moment methods is their modest computational and storage requirements; in the present model each aerosol population is represented with only six or seven parameters (6 moments and sulfate mass per particle for the non-sulfate populations). The pilot one-month simulation reported here required 58.9 CPU hours on a Sun Spark UltraEnterprise.
We note also that the QMOM easily generalizes to the case of bivariate distribution functions, as would be used to represent, for example, populations of non-spherical particles [Tandon and Rosner, 1999] . Bivariate moment methods will be the subject of a forthcoming report.
In conclusion, these results demonstrate the capability of moment techniques, in particular the QMOM and MIDAS, to represent aerosol dynamical processes including particle nucleation, condensation/evaporation, coagulation, dry deposition, wet removal, cloud droplet activation, and transport processes in complex 3-D Eulerian models, and to yield aerosol optical properties from the modeled moments. Accordingly, the methods illustrated here can provide a valuable new approach to modeling aerosol dynamics, properties, and radiative influence.
